
          Name: __________________ 
          Block: ______ Pg: ________ 
 

ON LAB DAYS 
 

 
dishwasher    desks   quickly    wasting time 
front shelves   recipe sheet  equipment   get along 
tied back   cooperatively  food preparation  removed 
little    final bell  own jobs   teacher 
tea towels   marks   special duty   apron 
hands     attention      
 

1) Be in class ready to start by the ________________________.  Each person should be wearing a 

clean ________________________, have washed their ________________________, and have 

his/ her own ________________________.  Any hair touching the shoulders must 

be________________________.  Books are on the ________________________ or 

________________________.  Jackets are ________________________. 

 

2) Start the lab as soon as you and your partner are able.  If there is a partnership problem, consult the 

________________________ for reassignments.  Only the ________________________ is to go 

back for the dishcloths and ________________________.  ________________________ picks up 

the assigned tray with the correct number as there is only enough if all share equally.  The other 

partner should consult the recipe sheet and get out the ________________________.  Start the 

________________________as soon as possible, even before your partner returns. 

 

3)  Work ________________________ and ________________________ with each partner doing 

his/ her ________________________.  Not watching the other work or taking on too much of the 

whole project.  ________________________ will be deducted if one partner does too 

________________________ or can not ________________________ with the others in the unit.  

Stop when the teacher calls for ________________________ so that instructions can be given 

without ________________________. 

 

 



 
clean up   placemats  paper towel   sanitation  
25    teacher   student    cooking  
it’s not my job   clean    soaked    dismissed 
appealing   orderly     individual   shared  
together   rinsing  
 
 
 
4) While working, the counters should be kept ________________________ and 

________________________.  Great confusion will cost you marks.  Dishes and pots should be 

________________________ after use to make washing easier.  Use hot water for washing and 

________________________ dishes.  Garbage is collected on a ________________________ and 

carried to the garbage can during clean up. 

 

5) If the lab is to be eaten in class, the table should be set while the food is 

________________________ and the other partners are starting ________________________.  

The table should be washed and ________________________ set down for each person.  Your lab 

mark usually has some emphasis on how well your table is set and how 

________________________ your food is served.  No food goes into the garbage.  You should try 

all dishes but need not eat the meal totally.  It may be given to ________________________ or 

________________________. 

 

6) Clean up is ________________________ by all group members on a rotating basis.  You all work 

________________________ doing you assigned task and then pitching in to complete the whole 

job.  You all are marked and ________________________ together so it won’t help you get out of 

the room by saying “________________________.” 

 

7) Most labs are marked out of 20.  Clean up is 5 or ________________________% and given to the 

whole group.  There are also marks for preparation techniques, preparedness, doing duties 

correctly, demo behavior, and your finished product.  These marks are given to you and your 

partner together.  ________________________ marks can be lost for behavior problems or 

________________________ violations like licking fingers or hair untied.  Labs are 60% of the 

course grade. 


